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a b s t r a c t
Drawing is a way of visually expressing our feelings, knowledge, and situation. People draw pictures to
share information with other human beings. This study investigates visuomotor memory (VM), which
is a reusable memory storing drawing behavioral data. We propose a neural network-based model for
acquiring a computational memory that can replicate VM through self-organized learning of a robot’s ac-
tual drawing experiences. To design themodel, we assume that VM has the following two characteristics:
(1) it is formed by bottom-up learning and integration of temporal drawn pictures and motion data, and
(2) it allows the observers to associate drawing motions from pictures. The proposed model comprises
a deep neural network for dimensionally compressing temporal drawn images and a continuous-time
recurrent neural network for integration learning of drawing motions and temporal drawn images. Two
experiments are conducted on unicursal shape learning to investigate whether the proposed model can
learn the function without any shape information for visual processing. Based on the first experiment,
the model can learn 15 drawing sequences for three types of pictures, acquiring associative memory for
drawing motions through the bottom-up learning process. Thus, it can associate drawing motions from
untrained drawn images. In the second experiment, four types of pictures are trained, with four distorted
variations per type. In this case, the model can organize the different shapes based on their distortions
by utilizing both the image information and the drawing motions, even if visual characteristics are not
shared.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
Drawing is an important medium that allows expressing mes-
sages or representing one’s state of mind through simple lines.
In addition, notions depicted in drawing can be shared by others.
Investigating the human ability to draw and perceive pictures
is significant in understanding human creativity and designing
robots that can recognize hand-drawn pictures.
Drawing activities require complex and diverse cognitive skills
to perceive visual information, recognize objects or scenes, and
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generate drawing motion. Therefore, cognitive studies have sug-
gested that the relationship between visual information on drawn
pictures and motion is the core component for understanding
drawing ability. This relationship is formed in the visuomotor
memory (VM), which enables to not only represent pictures
by generating drawing motion but also to perceive pictures.
Freyd [1,2] noted that humans use information on how the letters
are formed, as well as distinctive features or visual characteris-
tics of shape. This suggestion led to subsequent studies, which
indicated the effectiveness of temporal order of strokes in letter
recognition [3] and the ability to plan a drawing action for rep-
resenting drawn pictures using the observer’s motor system [4].
Recently Waterman et al. [5] suggested a term memory, called
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.robot.2016.08.022
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‘‘visual–motor memory’’ that is describing the ability to remem-
ber visual shapes and use this representation to generate motor
activity.
VM is formed from actual drawing experiences through a
bottom-up process. Waterman et al. [5] investigated the ability
to reproduce simple shapes by drawing after the target picture
disappears from the participant’s sight. They reported that the
accuracy of replicating the target shapes is related to the age of
the participants. Pignocchi et al. [4] suggested that visuomotor
associations between a drawn line and the required motor activ-
ities for drawing it can be learnt from the motor pattern and its
perceptual outcome. Furthermore, they indicated that the feature
of this visuomotor association is built from learning the interaction
between action and perception [6]. Consequently, these studies
suggest that VM works as an organized feature of drawing experi-
ences,which comprisemotor activities and the temporal transition
of drawn pictures corresponding to these activities.
The main purpose of this study is to develop a computational
model that can replicate VM from the robot’s actual drawing expe-
riences. To build the model, we assume that VM has the following
two characteristics:
1. Bottom-up: VM is formed by learning actual drawing expe-
riences.
2. Association: VM allows an observer to associate drawing
motion from a drawn picture.
First, the proposed model has to acquire a memory of drawing
experiences through a bottom-up process. This means that the
model organizes the frames of temporal drawn images and the
corresponding motion activities into its memory by learning. In
this learning process, the model does not have prior knowledge of
the shapes’ visual features, such as curvature and edge positioning,
or symbolic information on picture classification.
Furthermore, the acquired memory enables robots to associate
a drawing motion that reproduces a picture with the picture
through a recognition process. This function mimics the above-
mentioned motor-perceptual phenomenon of the human’s recog-
nition system. In this association process, the acquired memory
enables the recovery of a dynamic drawing sequence from a static
image, which is already produced. This function is also effective
when the observer recognizes distorted shapes. The model distin-
guishes the different shapes based on their distortions by utilizing
both image information and drawing motions, even if visual char-
acteristics are not shared.
Conventional studies on drawing robots have applied a model
that can convert captured images into sets of trajectories of the
robot’s hand. Calinon et al. [7] proposed a humanoid robot system
for drawing human portraits. First, this system extracts the main
lines of an image using the Canny edge detector [8]. In addition,
the model creates a backup of the image in order to maintain
the face details, which could disappear after the edge detection.
Finally, the model produces the trajectory of the robot’s hand,
and the robot follows that trajectory. Kudoh et al. [9] explicitly
divided the drawing process into developing the shape model
of the target object and producing a series of lines that form a
hand-drawn-like picture. When the thickness of the lines is not
uniform, e.g., when a brush is used, it is necessary to simulate
the drawn lines and update the generated trajectory in order to
produce a natural order of strokes [10,11,12]. These studies have
a common ‘‘top-down’’ approach in the perception of the visual
information on the target and the conversion into a trajectory
of the robot’s end effector by a well-designed strategy. Although
this approach contributes to understanding artistic expression by
representing drawing styles [13], it is difficult to compare with
human’s drawing-related cognitive studies, because the character-
istic of the model directly depends on the experimenter’s policy.
In contrast, a few recent studies have utilized a ‘‘bottom-up’’
approach. Cognitive developmental robotics [14] attempt to de-
velop a corresponding computationalmodel that replicates this set
of complex cognitive skills. Mohan et al. [15] proposed a learning
model based on the catastrophe theory that uses primitive features
of shapes, called ‘‘critical points’’. Their model learns to draw a
sequence by decomposing shapes and generates drawing motions
by synthesizing the primitive features.Mochizuki et al. [16,17] pro-
posed a dynamical learning model that acquires skills of drawing
simple shapes through incremental learningwith human–robot in-
teractions. In their study, a robot learns the relationships between
the pen’s position and the joint angles by moving its right arm
randomly. Afterward, the robot develops its drawing skills through
incremental learning by adding pause phases at the edge of shapes.
Although the ‘‘bottom-up’’ approach was adopted by some
studies, they have not considered both temporal drawn images and
motion, which mainly forms the robot’s drawing experiences. In
order to replicate VM from the robot’s actual drawing experiences,
a computational model has to integrate these two modalities into
a reusable memory not only for presenting a picture by motion
but also for associating drawing motion with a drawn picture.
Furthermore, this memory allows recognizing distorted variations
in drawn pictures, even if they do not share visual characteristics,
by using the experiences of drawing motion.
The problem in learning temporal visual features is the large
calculation cost for each step of the raw pixel data. To avoid this
problem, previous studies utilized common shape features [15]
and signal features of picture types for the learning process [18],
or replaced the drawn images by trajectories of the end effector of
the robots [17].
To overcome the problem of training an image’s large dimen-
sionality, we propose here a neural network-based model that
can organize temporal drawn images and drawing motions of a
robot’s unicursal drawing without any handcrafted prepositional
knowledge of the picture’s visual features, such as curvature and
edge detection, or symbolic information on its classification by
the visual processing system. Large dimensional temporal drawn
images are integrated with drawing motion through multimodal
integration learning using deep neural networks (DNNs) [19] and
continuous-time recurrent neural networks, which are specified
for learning time-series data [20].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the proposed model and describe the functionality ac-
quired by the model. In Section 3, we present two experiments on
learning a robot’s drawing behavior in order to evaluate whether
the proposedmodel has two VM functions. In the first experiment,
the ability to present pictures by generating drawing motions and
associate drawingmotion with drawn pictures is confirmed. In the
second experiment, the possibility to recognize distorted drawn
pictures using drawing experiences is evaluated. In Section 4, we
discuss the contribution of the present study. Finally, this paper is
concluded in Section 5.
2. Computational learning model for self-organizing robot’s
drawing experiences
2.1. Overview of the proposed model
Fig. 2 presents the architecture of the proposed model. This
model is designed to follow the above-mentioned VM character-
istics, as shown in Fig. 1.
The first characteristic is achieved by integrating tempo-
ral drawn images and motions through self-organized learning
(Fig. 1(a)). The original pixel data of the image frames are used
as the frame of the drawn picture. The model is trained with this
image data and the corresponding motion data, which are the
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Fig. 1. The overview of the computational model VM acquired through learning robot’s drawing experiences.
Fig. 2. The overview of the experimental setting and the proposed model for acquiring VM of robot’s drawing sequences. (a) A robot that draws pictures on a pen tablet.
(b) A deep neural network autoencoder that compresses the drawn images’ dimensionality. (c) A multiple-timescales recurrent neural network (MTRNN) for integrating
temporal drawn image features by DNN autoencoder and the robot’s joint angles.
robot’s configuration, i.e., the joint angles. The model is based on
multimodal integration learning using a DNN, as proposed byNoda
et al. [19]. As mentioned in Section 1, the difficulty of learning
temporal drawn images lies in the huge calculation cost when
the model needs to process large-dimensional data. The model
learns the pixel values of the drawn image at each step. When
the model is trained with several sequences, the training dataset
becomes too large to converge in real time. Noda et al. proposed
a mechanism for integrating multi modal sensory information of
robots. In their study, a DNN [21] was applied for compressing the
dimensionality of the sensory data by teaching the DNN model
to generate identity maps of the input as the output. Afterward,
the acquired low dimensionality was used to integrate additional
sensory information, e.g., motions.
The second VM characteristic refers to associative functional-
ity. In particular, the model associates drawing motions with im-
ages by using the acquired memory through incremental learning
(Fig. 1(b)). This function is implemented using continuous-time re-
current neural networks (CTRNNs), which are known as a dynam-
ical system capable of successfully learning temporal sequences
[20]. In the proposed model, a CTRNN integrates dimensionally
compressed drawn images andmotions. Although Noda et al. used
a time-delay neural network for multi-dimensional temporal se-
quence learning, this model is limited in considering the transient
sequence’s time-scale dependency, because of the time window’s
length of the input. On the other hand, the CTRNN can learn these
types of sequences using back propagation through time (BPTT)
[22,23]. For the association process, the CTRNN adapts tominimize
the error between the self-generation result and the target picture
by re-optimizing the initial state of the context neurons, which
determines the network dynamics. This re-optimizing process is
also achieved by BPTT, but in this case, only the initial state of the
context neurons is updated.
In the present study, a robot assumingly draws line pictures
with a pen tablet (Fig. 2(a)). In direct teaching, the drawing se-
quences are immediately obtained, and include temporal drawn
image frames and a time series of the robot’s joint angles provided
by
I = I0, I1, . . . , It , . . . , IT (1)
J = J0, J1, . . . , Jt , . . . , JT , (2)
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where I is a temporal drawn image, which consists of a vectorized
drawn image frame It , J is a robot motion, which consists of a
joint angle vector Jt , and T is the length of the sequence. First,
the model compresses the dimensionality of drawn images using
a DNN autoencoder (Fig. 2(b)). The acquired temporal feature of
drawn images and time-series joint angles of the robot are learnt
by CTRNN.
2.2. DNN
DNN is a feed-forward neural networkmodel comprisingmulti-
ple fully connected layers. Hinton et al. showed that activated val-
ues in the central DNN layer represent dimensionally compressed
input features when the network is trained to encode the input as
the output [21]. The nth middle layer’s output ϵn is computed as
follows:
ϵn = sigmoid(Wn−1ϵn−1 + βn−1), (3)
whereW is the weight matrix and β is the bias vector.
To train the network, a truncatedNewton-optimizationmethod
is applied, called Hessian-free optimization [24]. This method is
based on the standard Newtonmethod and computes the gradient
vector p to update the network’s parameter θ as θn+1 = θn + αpn
with learning parameter α described as follows:
Mθn (θ ) = f (θn)+∇f (θn)Tpn +
1
2
pTnBθnpn, (4)
where ∇f is the gradient of the cost function f and B is a damped
Hessian matrix of f . In the Hessian-free approach, a positive semi-
definite Gauss–Newton curvature matrix, obtained in the linear
conjugate gradient for Mθn (θ ), is used instead of matrix B, which
is extremely expensive for a large network [25]. By applying the
Hessian-free optimization, training DNNs avoid several unsatisfac-
tory local optima.
2.3. CTRNN
Multi timescale recurrent neural network (MTRNN) [26], which
is a type of CTRNN, is applied to integrate temporal drawn images
and drawing motions. CTRNN’s neurons activities are decided not
only by synaptic inputs but also by the history of the neural state.
The firing rate of neuron u˙i,t , which has the time constant τi, is
described as follows:
τiu˙i,t = −ui,t +
∑
j
wijxj,t , (5)
where ui,t is the internal state of ith neuron in tth step and wij
is the weight from the activation of jth neuron xj,t to ith neuron.
In MTRNN, the model includes input–output neurons (IO unit)
and no-input–output neurons (context unit). Through the IO unit,
MTRNN predicts the next step of input data as its output. Neurons
in the IO unit connect with the context unit through recurrent
connections. Furthermore, the context unit is divided into the
fast context unit (Cf unit) and the slow context unit (Cs unit) by
the difference of its recurrent connections and the time constant
values τ , which correspond to the speed of the changing neuron’s
dynamics. The Cf unit has lower time constant values than the Cs
unit. In addition, the Cf unit has recurrent connections not only
with the IO unit but also with the Cs unit. In contrast, the Cs unit
exhibits higher constant values and connects only with the Cf unit.
In the actual forward propagation, the internal states are com-
puted by the following equation:
ui,t =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(
1− 1
τi
)
ui,t−1 + 1
τi
⎛⎝∑
j∈N
wijxj,t−1
⎞⎠ (t ̸= 0)
0 (t = 0 ∧ i ∈ IO, Cf )
Cst=0 (t = 0 ∧ i ∈ Cs)
(6)
Fig. 3. An example of MTRNN’s dynamics. In this figure there are two sequences,
which have different initial values than the Cs unit Cs.
where Cs0 is the initial context value in the Cs unit’s neurons. Each
neuron is activated by the following sigmoid function:
xi,t = sigmoid(ui,t ). (7)
After propagating for a single step, the activation values in the
IO unit xt are copied as next input:
xi,t+1 =
{
xi,t (i ∈ IO ∧ t ̸= 0)
xˆi,t (i ∈ IO ∧ t = 0) (8)
where xˆ is the target sequence for training the network.
MTRNN is trained by BPTT [22], which is a general optimiza-
tion method for recurrent neural networks. The loss Lt between
the generated sequences by MTRNN and the target sequences is
defined as the mean square error as follows:
Lt = 12
∑
i∈IO
(xˆi,t − xi,t )2. (9)
The batch-wise training method is used for all the training
sequences s to update the network’s parameters θ , as follows:
θn+1 = θn − α ∂L(θn)
∂θn
(10)
∂L(θn)
∂θn
=
∑
s
∑
t
∂L(θn)
(s)
t
∂θ
(s)
n,t
(11)
where n is the number of iterations and α is the learning rate.
When MTRNN generates temporal sequences by assigning the
next step’s input from the output, it reconstructs learnt dynamics
from the combination of two types of temporal values in the
context unit (Fig. 3). Because of this multi-timescale capacity and
the hierarchical connectivity between the context units, MTRNN
can effectively learn complex sequences and organize them as a
combination of two context units. In particular, the initial Cs unit
context values Cst=0 are trained as the organized low-dimensional
feature, which controls the entire dynamics of MTRNN’s behavior
when the network generates a sequence. The initial Cs unit value
strongly affects the generated sequence because MTRNN’s dynam-
ics depend on the differences between the initial input from the IO
unit and the Cs unit value (Cf unit’s initial values are always zero).
In the case of learning robot’s drawing behavior, the initial Cs
unit value will correspond to the trained drawing sequences. Each
drawing sequence has both the temporal drawn image and the
time-series joint angle of the robot. By the training process, these
two dynamics will be merged into a trajectory in MTRNN’s space.
Each trajectory has each own Cs initial value at the first step in the
generation process, i.e., drawing behavior.
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2.4. Learning drawing sequences
Although MTRNN can develop a self-organized memory from
time-series data, there are limitations in optimizing large dimen-
sional input, such as drawn image pixels. The imbalance between
the number of dimensions in the images and in the joint angles
creates an error, which is regressing toward the large dimensional
dataset, i.e., the images. In addition, MTRNN incurs a substantial
calculation cost because the number of network parameters corre-
sponds to the input data and the context unit dimensions.
Therefore, the vector (It , Jt ) is replaced with (I ′t , Jt ) as input data
in MTRNN, where I ′t is the activated value vector of the central
hidden DNN layer. For both MTRNN and the DNN (DNN–RNN)
training process, DNN is initially trained to reconstruct It as the
output Iˆt :
I ′t = dnn(It ) (12)
Iˆt = dnn−1(I ′t ) (13)
where dnn is the forward propagation from the input layer to the
central hidden layer and dnn−1 refers to the opposite process from
the central hidden layer to the output layer. Following this,MTRNN
processes the training drawing sequences, which are composed of
the temporally compressed image feature I ′ and the time-series
joint angles J . Finally,MTRNN integrates these two types of sensory
inputs in the self-organized memory, composed of the initial con-
text value of the Cs unit at the beginning of its generation process.
To conduct the training of the proposed model, the training
dataset is collected by teaching the robot to draw the training pic-
tures. When the robot moves followed by the prepared motion by
the experimenter, all frames of the drawn image and correspond-
ing joint angles are recorded. In the present study, the drawn image
is captured using a pen tablet. In the experiments, we rendered the
drawn image from captured the pen’s position. Then, the proposed
model can be trained by both the rendered image frames and joint
angles.
2.5. Functionality of the proposed model
After the training process, the DNN–RNN model can generate
the trained drawing sequences by using the parameters acquired
by the training. At the beginning of the generation process, one
of the initial values is assigned to the MTRNN’s Cs unit. Then,
the MTRNN recursively predicts the next step of the drawn image
feature and the corresponding joint angles by receiving the current
sensory information of the robot and drawn picture. At each step,
the captured drawn image is dimensionally compressed by the
trained DNN. After that, the compressed image feature and the
joint angles read from the robot’s sensors are input to the MTRNN.
Further, the joint angles of the MTRNN’s output become the motor
command to the robot.
Further, the DNN–RNN model can associate sequences from a
drawn image using the learnt parameters. This association process
is realized by applying BPTT (Fig. 4). First, the dimensionally com-
pressed image features of the target image and thewhite image are
computed by the trained DNN. Following this, MTRNN generates a
drawing sequence by using the image feature of the white image
and the given joint angles as the initial input,with the initial Cs unit
values. After generating for arbitrary steps, the error between the
generated image feature and the target image feature is computed.
This error is used to optimize the initial Cs unit values using BPTT
and the corrected weights of MTRNN. Therefore, the retrained
initial Cs unit value becomes an appropriate value for generating
drawing motion from the given target image.
Fig. 4. Overview of the process for obtaining the re-optimized initial Cs values.
(a) Acquiring dimensionally compressed drawn image features of the white image
and the target image. (b) BPTT optimization using the error between the target
image’s feature and the generated image’s feature byMTRNNwith temporary initial
values of the Cs unit.
Fig. 5. A robot draws on a pen tablet. The pen tablet is fixed with the robot’s right
hand by an adapter.
3. Experiments on learning robot’s drawing behavior
3.1. Experiments on association of drawingmotion from drawn image
Experimental setup
The proposed model is tested by experiments on the associ-
ation of drawing motions using the small humanoid robot NAO,
developed by Aldebaran Robotics [27]. This robot draws drawing
sequences to prepare the training dataset by direct teaching. An
Intuos-pen tablet [28] is used to capture the drawn images at each
step. The robot and the pen tablet are fixed on a base-plate to avoid
capturing errors as shown in Fig. 5. In addition, the pen is placed
in the robot’s right hand with an adapter, which allows the pen to
move vertically, again to avoid capturing errors imparted by the
pen tip lifting from the tablet.
The training data includes 15 drawing sequences for direct
teaching. These sequences contain three types of shapes: circles,
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Table 1
Number of training picture images and experimental parameters. IO, DIMS, DATA, TRANS, ROTATED, and Training Iter give the dimension of the IO neurons, the network’s
dimensional structure, the number of the recorded training data, the translated training data, the rotated training data, and the optimization iteration, respectively.
IO DIMS DATA TRANS ROTATED Training iter
DNN 900 900-400-180-80-30-10-30-80-190-400-900 494 3,1940 2910 100
MTRNN 15(τ = 1) Cf(τ = 12): 30, Cs(τ = 60): 20 494 – – 15,000
Fig. 6. An example of the reconstructed temporal drawn images; (a) the original
images of the training dataset. (b) The reconstructed images by the trained DNN.
triangles, and squares; each type is drawn five times. The five vari-
ations for each shape have approximately the same initial point,
and all pictures are drawn clockwise with one stroke. In addition,
30 × 30 pixel black-and-white drawn image frames are captured.
The length of the recorded drawing sequences is between 25 and
50 steps (equivalent to between five and ten seconds). Together
with capturing temporal drawn images, time-series of five angles
corresponding to the DoF of the robot’s right arm are also obtained.
The structure of the DNN–RNN model is decided empirically,
but the hyperparameters of the networks are determined a priori.
First, the layer structure of DNN is designed to compress the image
dimensionally into a low-dimensional vector, which can be trained
with joint angles. The size of the compressed image feature vector
should be close to the number of joint angles, because the MTRNN
training will suffer from the size imbalance of the error, which
directly concerns to the training performance of BPTT. In terms
of the number of hidden DNN layers, we followed the structure
of the model proposed by Noda et al. The number of neurons
in the MTRNN’s Cf and Cs units is decided after trying several
combinations of the parameters. We choose one of the parameter
sets, which can minimize error after the convergence. The value
of Cf and Cs units strongly depends on the drawing speed taken
by direct teaching. Therefore, we utilize another set of parameters
between the two experiments.
Table 1 presents the experimental settings of the DNN–RNN
model. First, the DNN processes 100 iterations using the Hessian-
free optimizationmethod to acquire 10 dimensionally compressed
image features of vectorized 30-by-30 pixel images. The training
dataset includes not only the drawn image frames but also the
same translated and rotated images in order to have awider spatial
variability range for these shapes. After training DNN, the MTRNN
processes 15,000 iterations using BPTT with the training dataset,
which has 15 dimensions, including 10 dimensions of the temporal
image features and the joint angles of the robot.
Generating the training sequences
After the training process, the ability to memorize the training
sequences is confirmed by generatingwith the trained parameters.
First, the generated sequences are controlled by the trained model
using (It=0, J ′t=0) for the initial input, and Cst=0 for the initial values
of the Cs unit. Fig. 6 shows an example of the generated drawn
image sequences by the trainedmodel. To depict these images, the
trained MTRNN temporal image features are reconstructed by the
latter part of the trained DNN’s forward propagation dnn−1. The
generated temporal drawn images maintain the visual informa-
tion. In addition, Fig. 7 depicts examples of the motion trajectories
and the drawn pictures, which are obtained by the generated
sequences. Note that (b) is a reconstruction of the drawn image
(a) by DNN. The drawn lines in (c) are colored according to the
calculated speeds of the pen tip (d), when the robotmoveswith the
generated motion, as shown in (e). The drawn lines maintain the
shape characteristics of the training drawn images, and the model
reconstructs these training images. Consequently, the proposed
model has the capacity to memorize the dynamics of the training
drawing sequences through a bottom-up learning process.
Association of the drawing motions with the drawn images
The DNN–RNN model associates the drawing motions by re-
training the initial Cs unit values as described by 2.5. The associ-
ation is configured for 45 steps, and the pen tip position is set at
the left bottomside of the canvas. Fig. 8 summarizes the association
results for the non-trained images in the samemanner as Fig. 7. The
reconstructed results of the temporal drawn images (b) indicate
that the circle and the triangle are clearly associated, in contrast
with the results for the square, which are distorted at the edge
points. In addition, the initial point and the ending point do not
match in all three cases.
These distortions in the associated drawn lines are attributed
to the characteristics of the CTRNN. The training drawing motion’s
trajectories change in a discontinuous manner at the edge points.
The CTRNN cannot completely recover the edge points, because
they are approximated by drastically changing but continuous
dynamics. This CTRNN characteristic also causes the mismatch
between the initial and the ending point. At the beginning part
of the drawing motion, the pen’s position springs back in the
direction opposite to the direction the pen has to move, because
the initial startup of the joint angles needs the CTRNN to generate
discontinuous trajectories.
Although the drawn lines include distortions, the associated
motions maintain dynamical characteristics as shown in (c), (d),
and (e) of Fig. 8. The speed of the pen tip decreases at the corners
of the drawn triangle and square. At the end of the circle’s asso-
ciated motion, the speed drastically decreases at the right side of
the canvas because the length of the memorized circle’s drawing
sequence is shorter than that of the other shapes. Consequently,
the proposed model can associate drawing motions for the three
types of pictures fromnon-trained similar pictures using the learnt
VM.
Visualization of the acquired feature by the model
Fig. 9 represents the three-dimensional principal components
of the acquired temporal drawn images. These features form linear
shapes, which correspond to a drawing sequence. Each temporal
feature shares the same value at the begging of sequences, i.e.,
the white image. These temporal features are discriminated by the
spatial distribution of the black pixels.
Fig. 10 presents the three-dimensional principal components of
the temporal Cs unit value. The distribution of these features re-
sembles that of the feature acquired byDNN. The time-dependency
of the networks creates a difference between these two features at
the beginning point. DNN cannot discriminate dynamic sequences
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Fig. 7. The generation of the training dataset. (a) Drawn images at the end of the sequences. (b) Reconstructed images by the trained DNN. (c) Lines drawn through generated
motion by the robot. (d) Speed of the pen’s position, with numbers corresponding to the corners of the respective drawn lines. (e) Generated time-series of joint angles
corresponding to each DoF of the robot’s arm. Note that the value of (d) and (e) is normalized by the maximum value in order to make the figures more readable.
Fig. 8. Association results of the non-trained picture images. (a) Target images to associate the drawing sequence; (b) A reconstructed final drawn image frame; (c) Drawn
lines by the robot and the lines colored according to the speed of the pen’s position; (d) Speed of the pen’s position, with the numbers corresponding to the corners of the
respective drawn lines; (e) Time-series joint angles associated byMTRNN. Note that the value of (d) and (e) is normalized by themaximum value in order tomake the figures
more readable.
in the initial step because it cannot process temporal relationships
in its structure or through the learning algorithm. In contrast,
MTRNN’s behavior strongly depends on the initial Cs unit values,
which are learnt by BPTT. These values affect the generation se-
quences continuously through the recurrent process.
3.2. Experiments on learning distorted shapes
In the previous experiments, the proposed learning model suc-
cessfully memorized the drawing sequences, which comprised
three types of shapes, and associated drawing motion with the
non-trained drawn images using acquiredmemory. In this section,
the possibility to discriminate drawn ‘‘sloppy’’ shapes by visuomo-
tor experiences is investigated by experimenting with the same
setup conditions (robot and pen-tablet).
Experiment setup
Fig. 11 presents the pictures drawn by the robot with direct
teaching. The prepared 16 drawing sequences consist of four types
of shapes: circles, hearts, moons, and triangles. The shapes are
clockwise drawn with a single stroke, beginning from the almost
same point for each shape. The shape lengths range from 30 to 40
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Table 2
Number of training picture images and experimental parameters. The IO, DIMS, DATA, TRANS, ROTATED, and Training Iter give the dimension of IO neurons, the dimen-
sional structure of the networks, the number of the recorded training data, the translated training data, the rotated training data, and the iteration for the optimization,
respectively.
IO DIMS DAT TRANS ROTATED Training iter
DNN 900 900-400-180-80-30-8-30-80-190-400-900 631 40,384 3786 100
MTRNN 13(τ = 1) Cf(τ = 3): 30, Cs(τ = 30): 5 631 – – 15,000
Fig. 9. Acquired features of drawn picture image frames (Training data set).
PC1–PC3 axes correspond to principal components 1–3 with contribution values,
respectively.
Fig. 10. Acquired features of the visuomotor experiences in slow-context units
of the MTRNN in the training and the associated sequences. These two figures
correspond to the same 3D-plots viewed from different angles. The PC1–PC3 axes
correspond to the principal components 1–3 with their respective contribution
values.
steps, and each black-and-white image frame has 30-by-30 pixels.
As in the previous experiments, five joint angles were obtained
from DoF of the robot’s right arm. The experimental parameters
of the proposed learning model are listed in Table 2.
The training dataset includes four variations for each shape,
divided according to the degree of distortion. Vertically deformed
shapes are broad ones, and horizontally deformed shapes are
higher than vertically deformed ones. In addition, two types of
temporally deformed shapes are prepared: overdrawing and un-
completed shapes. Although the visual characteristics differ from
each other, the captured drawing motions share the same features
as the changing pattern depicted in Fig. 12.
Comparison of shape features
To verify the present hypothesis, the ability to recognize dis-
torted shapes under different model conditions is evaluated. In
particular, the distribution of the drawn image is compared, corre-
sponding to the endpoint of the temporal drawn image sequences,
under the following conditions:
• RAW-IMG: Raw pixels are used as inputs in this analysis.
• DNN-IMG: Dimensionally compressed images featured by
trained DNN are used for inputs.
• DNN–RNN: Initial values of Cs unit are used as inputs.
To acquire the PCA components in the case of RAW-IMG, the
translated and rotated images are used to generalize the spatial
variations. To translate and rotate the images, the same method
as that for preparing DNN’s training dataset is applied. The inputs
only from the original training dataset are selected for the other
two conditions.
Fig. 13 presents the results of PCA under the three conditions.
The DNN-IMG features cluster better than RAW-IMG. On the other
hand, DNN–RNN features are combined by each class more def-
initely than DNN-IMG. Although the acquired DNN-IMG feature
structure is well organized compared with the RAW-IMG feature
structure, circle and heart features are mixed in the space. For
example, circle-3 and heart-3 aremost likely paired. This similarity
is probably due to the common visual characteristics shared by
these shapes. Both these two shapes are mainly composed of a
curved line and a straight line of the overdrawing parts. In contrast,
in the case of DNN–RNN, these shapes are assigned quite different
features because of the differences in drawing motions. In the
DNN–RNN, circle-3 and heart-3 exhibit differences, but heart-1
and moon-3 are more similar than in DNN-IMG. This result is
probably caused by the similarity of the learnt drawing motions
by theMTRNN depicted in Fig. 14. The point of pause in themiddle
of heart-1’s drawing motion is not reconstructed by the MTRNN,
because the MTRNN represents the training drawing motions as
perpetually changing sequences.
The classes’ covariances, corresponding to each shape type, are
compared to evaluate how well the training drawn images are
organized by shape type. The covariances are obtained by the ratios
of the between-class covariances and the within-class covariances
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Fig. 11. The training dataset for the second experiment. There are four types of shapes and each type includes four distortion variations.
Fig. 12. Examples of the generated drawing sequences by the trained model;
(a) Drawn images of the recorded training dataset; (b) Temporal feature of drawn
images; (c) Time-series joint angles of the robot (solid lines are the generated angles
by the MTRNN and dot lines are the training sequences). The last number in the
shape’s name corresponds to the type of distortions shown in Fig. 11.
Table 3
Class covariances. sw is the within-class covariance, sb is the between-class covari-
ance, and S is the ratio of sw and sb .
sw sb S
RAW-IMG 0.18 0.01 0.05
DNN-IMG 0.19 0.03 0.17
DNN-RNN 0.19 0.11 0.56
as follows:
sw = 1N
∑
i∈class
∑
mi∈m
(m−mi)T(m−mi) (14)
sb = 1N
∑
i∈class
(mi −m)T(mi −m) (15)
S = sb
sw
, (16)
where sw is the within-class covariance, calculated using input
feature m and averaging all the features in each class mi; sb is
the between-class covariance, using twomeansmi and their mean
m; and S is the dimensionless number, which expresses how well
the features converge or not by shape type. Table 3 summarizes
the obtained covariances between the shape types. The largest
ratio of covariances S refers to DNN–RNN, followed in order by
DNN and RAW-IMG. In particular, the between-class covariances
sb contribute to these differences, which is the mean separation
degree between the different types of shapes. Consequently, the
DNN–RNN features are organized by the shape type better than
those of DNN-IMG and RAW-IMG. These results clearly show that
distorted drawn shapes are classified by the difference of not only
visual characteristics of the drawn pictures, but also temporal
drawn image features and drawing motions.
4. Discussion
4.1. Bottom-up approach for implementing a computational model of
VM
The contribution of the present study is that the proposed
model becomes the first case of bottom-up model which aims
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Fig. 13. The results of principal component analysis: In each plot, PC1 and PC2 axes correspond to principal components 1 and 2 with contribution values, respectively. The
last number in the shape’s name corresponds to the type of distortions shown in Fig. 11.
to replicate the human’s drawing ability of using dynamical rela-
tionship between temporal drawn pictures and drawing motion.
As mentioned in Section 1, the problem in implementing com-
putational models that can learn both temporal drawn images
and motions is the large calculation cost of processing images.
In the present study, DNN is applied to solve this problem. This
networkwas used to compress the sparse but large-dimensionality
images into the low-dimensional features which can be integrated
with the drawingmotions. Further,MTRNNorganizes the temporal
drawing experiences into lower-dimensional features as the val-
ues of the Cs unit because of the hierarchical connectivity of the
two types of recurrent layers. Consequently, these two strategies
realize self-organized learning of robot’s drawing sequences.
4.2. Association of drawing motion from drawn picture
One of the difficulties in investigating drawing ability is that
drawn pictures contain many variations, even if certain meaning
of pictures is shared with others. Because of this diversity of vari-
ations, it is impossible to make an assumption about prepositional
knowledge of visual features which can cover whole variations of
the picture. Cognitive researchers suggested that the solution lies
in the observer’s perception. These studies point out that the hu-
man ability to recognize shapes or letters relates to the observer’s
actual experiences of drawing or writing [1,2]. Consequently, it
appears that the integrated feature of drawing sequences by the
proposed model has a function similar to that of human’s recogni-
tion system for pictures.
In the first experiment, we showed that the proposed model
associates drawing motion with drawn images using organized
memory from drawing experiences. In the second experiment, the
model clearly disposes the acquired features of distorted shapes.
The results of comparison with other conditions of the organizing
method for drawing experiences demonstrate that the proposed
model outperforms the conditions that require only visual infor-
mation. These results suggest that motion data work effectively
to distinguish shapes that do not share visual characteristics.
Distinguishing hand-drawn pictures is challenging in computer
vision because it is difficult to design appropriate features that
can cover many variations in distortion. Learning many examples
of hand-drawn images by supervised learning algorithms is sug-
gested [29,30]. In these studies, they start to use the information
of drawing order as the input data in order to improve recognition
accuracy [31]. The present study also focuses on the temporal
information in drawing process, but in another modality to form
drawing pictures.
4.3. Limitation of the proposed model
The proposed model has the ability to adapt to different types
of drawing sequences because it does not assume any shape in-
formation of the pictures. However, the model cannot learn a very
large number of drawing sequences due to the network’s limited
capacity. This limitation drives from not the DNN, but the MTRNN.
This is because temporal drawn images are very simple, whereas
photorealistic images, which are a common target of DNN, are
more complex. The capability of MTRNN could be enhanced by
adding neurons in the context units because the space inMTRNN is
expanded due to the increase of weights. However, the capability
of the model might reach a plateau when we want to enhance the
model toward more complex drawings, which include multiple
lines. To deal with this problem, MTRNN could be generalized
for complex drawing sequences by decomposing each sequence
into primitive line drawings. Due to the hierarchical structure in
the context units, MTRNN operates as a combination of primi-
tive functions [32]. Another limitation of the proposed model is
generating drawing motions, which include many discontinuous
changing points, i.e., spiky edges. Due to the characteristics of
the CTRNN, the model tends to generate trajectories by contin-
uously changing dynamics. Therefore, the generated trajectories
by the model have distortions in the edge points. This can be
resolved by adding pauses in direct teaching [17], or by utiliz-
ing the other type of recurrent neural networks, which is supe-
rior in learning discontinuous sequences, e.g., Long Short-Term
Memory [33].
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a neural network based learning
model for integration of drawn picture and motion in the robot’s
drawing experiences. The model is designed for acquiring VM,
which replicates human’s VM in the two aspects: (1) VM is formed
by bottom-up learning for integration of temporal drawn picture
and motion and (2) VM allows the observers to associate drawing
motion from a picture.
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Fig. 14. Examples of the generated drawing sequences by the trained model;
(a) Drawn images of the recorded training dataset; (b) Time-series joint angles of
the robot (solid lines are the generated angles by the MTRNN, and dot lines are the
training sequences). The last number in the shape’s name corresponds to the type
of distortions shown in Fig. 11.
To integrate temporal drawn images and motion, the model
utilizes DNN for acquiring dimensionally compressed feature of
the image. After compressing images, MTRNN is trained to conduct
integrative learning of the acquired image feature and motion.
After the learning process, the proposed model associates draw-
ing motion which will represent the target picture by the gener-
ated drawing motion though the regression of the initial state of
MTRNN.
Assuming that the robot draws simple pictures with a single
stroke, two experiments are conducted to demonstrate learnt VM
function by themodel. In the first experiment, the proposedmodel
successfully acquired the organized memory of 15 drawing se-
quences, including three types of shapes without prior knowledge
of the shapes’ visual features. Further, the ability to associate
drawing motions from a drawn image is tested by three untrained
shapes. Although the association drawing results include distor-
tions, the generateddrawingmotions presented the similaritywith
motion of the same type of shape. In the second experiment, we
also presented themotor-perceptual ability of the proposedmodel
for four image types whose shapes are distorted into 16 different
shapes. As the result, the acquired features by the proposed model
were clearly divided according to shape with utilizing drawn mo-
tions.
Future work is required to investigate pictures drawn with
multiple strokes, thus including a wider range of pictures. As
mentioned in Section 1, the temporal order of strokes affects the
recognition of letters [3]. Therefore, it is possible to apply the VM
in more general drawing situations. A neuropsychological study
suggests that motor-planning functions are utilized for pictures
drawn with multiple strokes [34]. In addition, to expand the im-
age learning part into more complex and high-resolution images,
specified models for efficient image learning may be applied, such
as convolutional neural networks [35].
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